The effects of takeover request modalities on highly automated car control transitions
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ABSTRACT

This study investigated the influences of takeover request (TOR) modalities on a drivers’ takeover performance after they engaged in non-driving related (NDR) tasks in highly automated driving (HAD). Visual, vibrotactile, and auditory modalities were varied in the design of the experiment under four conditions: no-task, phone conversation, smartphone interaction, and video watching tasks. Driving simulator experiments were conducted to analyze the drivers’ take-over performance by collecting data during the transition time of re-engaging control of the vehicle, the time taken to be on the loop, and the time taken to be physically ready to drive. Data were gathered on the perceived usefulness, safety, satisfaction, and effectiveness for each TOR based on a self-reported questionnaire. Takeover and hands-on times varied considerably, as shown by high standard deviation values between modalities, especially for phone conversations and smartphone interaction tasks. Moreover, it was found that participants failed to take over control of the vehicle when they were given visual TORs for phone conversation and smartphone interaction tasks. The perceived safety and satisfaction varied for the NDR task. Results from the statistical analysis showed that the NDR task significantly influenced the takeover time, but there was no significant interaction effect between the TOR modalities and the NDR task. The results could potentially be applied to the design of safe and efficient transitions of highly controlled, automated driving, where drivers are enabled to engage in NDR tasks.

1. Introduction

Research efforts and discussions are currently in progress regarding approaches to providing safe transitions of control between drivers and vehicles in highly automated vehicles (Naujoks et al., 2014; Gold et al., 2013; Zeeb et al., 2015). Experts on automated driving systems argue that while most vehicles are not completely autonomous, safety issues will arise in highly automated vehicles (Merat et al., 2014; Gold et al., 2016). For example, relevant research topics may include the transition of control between the vehicles and driver, the drivers’ roles in the vehicles, degradation of driving skills, engagement in non-driving related (NDR) tasks, and “out of the loop” situations with decreased driver awareness (Banks and Stanton, 2016; Kun et al., 2016; Meschtscherjakov et al., 2015; Clark and Feng, 2016; Miller et al., 2014). In the interim, research studies and car manufacturers are expected to focus on vehicles with partial automation. Automation is classified in five levels (levels 0–4) (NHTSA, 2013) based on the definition by the United States National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). Highly automated driving (HAD) refers to NHTSA level three (limited self-driving automation) where drivers are not expected to be constantly fully aware, and to support drivers with lateral and longitudinal control. For level three, it is only necessary for the driver to regain control when the vehicle requires it (NHTSA, 2013). Methods for transmitting information to the driver regarding actions to be taken are highly relevant in HAD because drivers are not expected to be constantly paying attention and monitoring the vehicle. Studies need to be aimed at enhancing the development of safety systems for highly automated vehicles with emphasis on the drivers’ behavior for HAD. It should be noted that several factors are related to the takeover task which can be categorized in accordance with the driver, their environment, and condition of the vehicle (Radlmayr et al., 2014; Gold et al., 2016).

Therefore, the goal of this study was to investigate the effect of the NDR task and takeover request (TOR) modality on the drivers’ transition to manual driving in HAD. Consequently, we evaluated the takeover performance of the driver based on takeover time, the time taken to fix drivers’ eyes on the loop, and the time taken to reach the steering wheel. This was done in seven different alert modalities under four different conditions, which included three NDR tasks and a no-task condition. We then investigated if the perceived satisfaction,
effectiveness, safety, and usefulness of the TOR modalities varied with the NDR task that was engaged by the drivers in HAD. Thus, we examined the relationship between the TOR modalities and NDR tasks in HAD.

1.1. Alert modalities for highly automated vehicles (HAD)

Consistent with earlier findings, the type of modality provided to drivers for TOR in HAD greatly influenced the performance and quality of reengagement of control (Naujoks et al., 2014; Petermeijer et al., 2016, 2017; Petermeijer et al., 2017; Bazilinskyy et al., 2018). Several research studies have been conducted in this field by analyzing the means of alerting, the type of information that needed to be provided for successful takeover, and the modality that needed to be selected for each scenario. Most research studies focused on a combination of modalities to alert drivers to take over and classified them as unimodal or multimodal alert types. Previous studies reported that multimodal alerts were more efficient than unimodal alerts (Naujoks et al., 2014; Petermeijer et al., 2016, 2017; Politis et al., 2015). Naujoks et al. (2014) investigated the effects of visual and visual-auditory TOR in complex scenarios of takeover (straight and curved roads) by analyzing the reaction times of drivers. Results showed that the reaction times of drivers varied significantly in regard to the type of modality presented, eliciting faster reactions for visual-auditory requests. Conversely, differences in complex takeover scenarios did not yield significant effects on takeover performance (Naujoks et al., 2014). Additionally, Petermeijer et al. (2017) analyzed driver takeover reaction time, usefulness, and satisfaction of unimodal versus bimodal TOR, while performing a surrogate reference task (SuRT) in HAD. By doing so, they suggested that bimodal TOR presented faster takeover times than unimodal. Bazilinskyy et al. (2018) conducted a survey to investigate drivers’ preferences for TOR in HAD, depending on the driving situation. The highest preference was recorded for modalities presenting all three alerts (auditory, vibrotactile, and visual) irrespective of the TOR scenario.

Research studies conducted on the efficiency of a single modality were also of interest. Variables such as static, dynamic, continuous, discrete, and the type and length of information, were also investigated. Upon testing efficiency within the unimodal alert type, vibrotactile research studies were considered relevant. Vibrotactile modes are efficient ways of alerting drivers (Petermeijer et al., 2016; Telpaz et al., 2015), and could constitute a solution that allows fast extraction of information on the type of task the drivers were involved in during automated driving, making participants believe that they actually have an auto-driving mode, one of the experimenters drove manually during autonomous driving, making participants believe that they were in autopilot mode. Figuratively, the wizard drove the car with the second steering wheel located in a separate room. The transition between the two steering wheels was done through a switching button that the experimenter pressed, which indicated the reengagement of control of drivers. We simulated virtual driving using City Car Driving software (Version 1.5). Participants operated the vehicle with an automatic gear shift and both side and rear-view mirrors through the three 5760 × 1080 pixel resolution monitors. An Apple iPad Pro with a 9.7” display located on the right side of the driving seat was used to present visual alerts and video tasks. A 2.0 channel sound bar speaker was placed below the display for auditory alerts. The haptic seat used for vibrotactile alerts consisted of four Mabuchi RE-280 DC motors at a 6-Volt power supply.

Influence of the NDR task on drivers’ performances for the reengagement of control after a TOR (Walch et al., 2015; Eriksson and Stanton, 2017), where NDR tasks were classified in accordance with the type of demand they required from the driver (Winter et al., 2016; Funkhouser and Drews, 2016; Petermeijer et al., 2017).

Despite the amount of literature on NDR tasks in HAD, it was difficult to find consistency in results of previously published studies. Some studies indicated that a 5–8s interval was a sufficient takeover interval for drivers (Gold et al., 2013; Mok et al., 2015; Eriksson and Stanton, 2017). Zeeb et al. (2016) studied the influences of writing emails, reading the news, and watching videos on takeover time and quality of takeover. Additionally, other studies focused on non-naturalistic tasks, such as SuRT (Surrogate Reference Task) and n-back, to investigate their influence on takeover (Radlmayr et al., 2014; Gold et al., 2013). Conversely, some research revealed that the takeover performance, that is, the reaction time of drivers on the transition of control, did not vary based on whether drivers were involved in an NDR task or not (Eriksson and Stanton, 2017). Thus, in order to analyze the effect of NDR tasks on TOR efficiency, in this study we investigated the drivers’ behaviors in HAD when drivers engaged in natural NDR tasks.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Twenty drivers (5 females and 15 males) participated in our experiment. They all had a valid driver’s license and their ages varied from 24 to 42 years old (M = 30.1, SD = 4.77). We collected basic demographic data on participants with respect to their driving experience and driving frequency (Table 1). Participation in this study was voluntary.

Table 1
Demographic information on driving experience and frequency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driving Experience</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Driving Distance per Year</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Driving Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5,000 km</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1–2 times per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–10 years</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5,000 – 10,000 km</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3–4 times per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 10 years</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>More than 10,000 km</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>More than 5 times per week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rated voltage of 12 V, which were placed on the car seat in a 2 × 2 arrangement. In addition, we used a SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI) mobile eye tracker with a frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps) to collect the participants’ gaze movements, and an LG G2 smartphone for phone conversation and smartphone interaction tasks.

2.3. Experimental design

A two-factor repeated measure design (4 × 7) was used to evaluate the effect of NDR tasks (4) and TOR modalities (7). Each participant attended four sessions that were set depending on the task condition: 1) no-task, 2) phone conversation, 3) smartphone interaction, and 4) video watching. The tasks selected for the experiment were based on previous studies related to NDR tasks on HAD, and were classified by the existence of physical, visual, and auditory demands (Llaneras et al., 2013). All participants completed the no-task condition first, and followed up by conducting the three tasks in a counterbalanced order. For each session, seven different TORs were assigned in random order. Specifically,

1) No-task session (baseline): Participants were asked to observe the driving situation during autonomous driving and to press a button placed on the right side of the handle when the alert sounded to trigger the transfer from autonomous to manual driving. During this session, no specific task was given.

2) Phone conversation (physical-auditory demand): Twenty task questions were used for the phone conversation task. Participants were asked to call one of the experimenters and hold the phone device constantly during their conversations.

3) Smartphone interaction (physical-visual demand): A practical application involving typing was selected for the task. Participants were asked to type sentences or words on the touch screen. The device was set to the silent mode to avoid auditory demands.

4) Video watching (visual-auditory demand): A video was selected from an entertainment show, and was presented on the tablet located on the right side of the handle. The participants were instructed to watch the video while they were in an automated driving status.

2.4. Driving scenario and design of TOR

For the experiments, participants drove on a two-way highway, which mostly consisted of straight roads, for approximately 18–20 min for each session. The highway consisted of four lanes with no traffic and participants were asked to drive in the second lane using manual driving at a speed that ranged between 60 km/h to 80 km/h. Participants traveled a driving course of approximately 24 km and seven TOR. After the reengagement of control, drivers drove the car for about 500 m and then shifted to automated mode. Each trial consisted of the same driving course with seven takeover points at the same distance during the course. The takeover scenario consisted of a non-emergency situation, but took place before increased road curvature, or before the road sections where changes in the number of lanes occurred (i.e. between 3 and 4 or 4 and 3 lanes). The lead time for the TOR was 7 s. The design of TORs consisted of seven types of alerts, three types of unimodal (i.e., either visual, vibrotactile, or auditory), and four multimodal. Visual alert was provided on the tablet PC through the signage of a steering wheel with drivers’ hands indicating that participants had to take control of the vehicle. The image appeared when the TOR was issued, and was sustained until the participant pressed the takeover button, or until the lead time of 7 s ended. In the video watching session, the image was overlaid on the video. The vibrotactile alerts were implemented by a static pattern that lasted 2 s with vibration motors placed on the car seat. The auditory alerts consisted of a beep sound that lasted 2 s. The multimodal alerts were generated through combinations of unimodal alerts, namely, visual-vibrotactile, visual-auditory, vibrotactile-auditory, and visual-vibrotactile-auditory. Each alert included in the multimodal alerts was presented simultaneously when the TOR occurred.

2.5. Dependent variables

2.5.1. Objective measures

We gathered three objective datasets that were used in previous studies to measure the drivers’ takeover performance: takeover time, hands-on time, and time to fixation. Takeover time refers to the time taken by drivers to reengage control of the vehicle (Borone et al., 2016). In this study, we measured the time it took for participants to press the disengagement button next to the steering wheel from the time the TOR was issued. In accordance with previous studies on takeover time, we selected a lead time of 7 s before the takeover. Thus, for participants who missed the alert, we treated this data as failures. Hands-on time measured the time between the TOR and the time taken for drivers to reach the steering wheel (Petermeijer et al., 2017). The hands-on time is the physical readiness of the driver to reengage control. In this study, we measured the time it took participants to first grab the steering wheel after the TOR. Finally, the time to first fixation indicates the time from the TOR to the first fixation on the road. This measure is important as it indicates how fast the drivers can assimilate information on the road and are ready to drive. Data gathered on fixation time was only analyzed for smartphone interaction and video watching tasks. In the case of no-tasks and phone conversation tasks, the fixation time was not measured because participants with visual fixation were mostly aware.

2.5.2. Self-reported measures

Self-reported data were collected to assess participants’ subjective attitude towards the TOR. The questionnaire consisted of four variables: 1) satisfaction: “I felt satisfied with the alert type provided as a takeover request”, 2) usefulness: “I think that this alert type can be considered useful as a takeover request”, 3) effectiveness: “The type of alert provided as a takeover request was perceived effective”, and 4) safety: “I think that the alert type provided as a takeover request is safe”. Each variable was assessed in accordance with a single question based on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from -3 (strongly disagree) to +3 (strongly agree). The questionnaire was conducted after each TOR. Perceived satisfaction and usefulness were obtained to assess the acceptance of TOR (Van der Laan et al., 1997). The perceived effectiveness was gathered to the extent possible, and based on the participants’ perception of each alert for each task condition. Finally, the perceived safety was selected to assess the drivers’ reactions towards the alert in the effort to securely regain control of the vehicle.

2.6. Experimental procedures

Participants were first asked to fill out a questionnaire listing demographic information on the participant and their driving experience. Then, a detailed explanation was provided on the driving simulator, HAD situation, and TOR in HAD. After that, participants were given approximately 5 min or more (if needed) to become familiar with the driving simulator. A practice session followed where participants could experience HAD, manual driving, the transition between manual control to autonomous control, and the takeover task. The practice session
consisted of three TOR with three different unimodal alerts (visual, auditory, vibrotactile) for each takeover. Additionally, it was explained to the participants that during the experiments, multimodal alerts were also planned to be provided. The experiment began with the no-task session for all participants. The other three tasks, smartphone interaction, video watching, and phone conversation tasks, were assigned in a counterbalanced order. At the beginning of each session, the eye tracker was calibrated and a brief description with instructions of the task was given. Participants were asked to drive manually first, and to immediately transfer to autonomous driving. During autonomous driving, participants were asked to perform the predefined NDR task until the TOR was issued. After the takeover, participants drove in a manual mode, and after 30 s, they were asked to move to HAD. After each takeover, a short questionnaire on the TOR alert was collected. After the questionnaire, participants were asked to reengage in NDR tasks until the next TOR. Participants experienced all seven alerts for each session. Thus, 28 total takeover datasets were collected for each participant.

2.7. Data analysis

Data obtained for each of the dependent variables were tested to see if they were normally distributed using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. The results of the test revealed that the distribution of the data was not normally distributed. Thus, we selected a nonparametric test for the descriptive analysis of data. For the nonparametric analysis, an aligned-rank transform method was selected to statistically analyze the main effect of the task, TOR modality, and interaction effect (Wobbrock et al., 2011). For the eye-tracking data analysis, we only utilized data from participants with a tracking ratio above 90%. This justified excluding data from two participants in the results of the video watching task.

3. Results

3.1. Takeover time

Based on the total duration taken by drivers to take over control of the vehicle, we examined the effect of NDR tasks and TOR modalities. Successful reengagement of control was observed for all task conditions and through the six TOR alerts, with the exception of visual modalities. When only visual modalities were presented, the success rate of takeover for phone conversations was 55% (n = 11), for smartphone interaction tasks, it was 85% (n = 17), and for no-task conditions, it was 95% (n = 19). In the case when all three TOR modalities were presented together, the reaction time from takeover to another task ranged between 0.77 s to 5.05 s. The mean reaction time and SD for each of the cases are reported in Table 2. Because there were some failure trials with visual modalities, statistical analysis was conducted by excluding the failure trials only. The examination of the statistical analysis on the effect of the task and TOR modalities indicated the main effects on the task (F(3546) = 7.510, p < 0.001, η² = 0.042). Post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction indicated that there was a significant difference between phone conversation and smartphone interaction (p = 0.023), and smartphone and video watching tasks (p < 0.001), showing a longer takeover reaction time when interacting with a smartphone. Results also showed a significant main effect on alert type (F(6, 546) = 4.193, p < 0.001, η² = 0.046). Post-hoc analysis on the main effect on alert type indicated a statistically significant difference between visual alert with auditory (p = 0.008), visual-tactile (p = 0.034), vibrotactile-auditory (p = 0.010), visual-auditory (p < 0.001), and visual-vibrotactile-auditory (p < 0.001), except for the unimodal vibrotactile alert (p = 0.117). Among the others TOR modalities, there were no statistically significant difference. Furthermore, there was no significant interaction effect (F(18,546) = 0.416, p = 0.985, η² = 0.014).

3.2. Fixation time

Analysis of the fixation time was only conducted for smartphone interactions and video watching tasks. For no-tasks and phone conversation tasks, the time taken by drivers to fix their eyes on the road was not analyzed because those tasks were not visually demanding, and because most of the participants had their eyes on the loop (Fig. 2). The analysis of the effect of TOR modalities showed significant effects on TOR modalities (F(6,245) = 3.603, p = 0.002, η² = 0.081). Based on Table 3, the longest fixation time was for the visual modality. Bonferroni post-hoc analysis on the effect of TOR modalities indicated that there was a significant difference between visual alert conditions with unimodal vibrotactile (p = 0.017) and auditory (p = 0.002); and multimodal vibrotactile-auditory (p = 0.012), visual-auditory (p = 0.005), and visual-vibrotactile-auditory (p = 0.011). There was no significant difference between the visual-tactile and visual alert (p = 0.067). Among the other six conditions, there was no significant difference in alert modality (Fig. 3). Statistical analysis of the fixation time showed significant effects on tasks (F(1,245) = 10.286, p = 0.002, η² = 0.040), showing shorter fixation time for the video watching task than for smartphone interaction. Conversely, there was no significant interaction effect between the two variables (F(6,245) = 1.056, p = 0.390, η² = 0.025).

3.3. Hands-on time

We investigated the effect of NDR tasks and alert types on hands-on time (Table 4). The range of time taken for participants to grab the steering wheel was between 0.32 s and 5.40 s for the no-task condition, 0.47 s and 4.78 s for the phone conversation task, 0.82 s and 5.56 s for smartphone interaction task, and 0.40 s and 5.09 s for the video watching task. The task types had a significant effect on hands-on time (F(3, 459) = 48.576, p < 0.001, η² = 0.241). Bonferroni post-hoc analysis showed a significant difference in mean time between the no-task condition and phone conversation (p < 0.001) and no-task condition and smartphone interaction (p < 0.001). Also, there was a significant difference between the phone conversation and video watching tasks (p < 0.001) and the phone conversation and smartphone interaction tasks (p < 0.001). Statistical analysis showed that the TOR modality had a significant main effect (F(6, 459) = 4.012, p < 0.001, η² = 0.050). According to the Bonferroni post-hoc analysis, the unimodal visual TOR was longer than the other modalities: vibrotactile (p = 0.020), auditory (p = 0.010), visual-vibrotactile (p = 0.006), vibrotactile-auditory (p = 0.001), visual-auditory (p = 0.001), and visual-vibrotactile-auditory (p < 0.001) (Fig. 4). The interaction effect between NDR tasks and TOR modalities was not significant (F(18, 459) = 0.540, p = 0.939, η² = 0.021).

3.4. Self-reported questionnaires

Fig. 5 shows the results of the self-reported questionnaire on the perceived usefulness, effectiveness, satisfaction, and safety of each TOR modality for each of the task conditions. Results showed that the only modality that had a negative score was the visual modality for all the tasks expected for the video watching tasks. Statistical analysis demonstrated that there was a significant effect of TOR modalities (F(6,518) = 19.033, p < 0.001, η² = 0.181) on perceived safety. The results of the Bonferroni post-hoc test showed a low score for visual modality compared with vibrotactile (p < 0.001), auditory (p < 0.001), visual-vibrotactile (p < 0.001), vibrotactile-auditory (p < 0.001), visual-auditory (p < 0.001), and visual-vibrotactile-auditory (p < 0.001) (Fig. 5). However, there was no significant main effect on task (F(3,518) = 2.194, p = 0.088, η² = 0.013) and no significant interaction effect (F(18,518) = 1.515, p = 0.079, η² = 0.050). Thus, unimodal visual TOR yielded the lowest score for perceived safety.
Table 2
Descriptive statistical analysis of the takeover time in accordance with NDR task conditions for each alert type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No task</th>
<th>Phone Conversation</th>
<th>Smartphone</th>
<th>Video Watching</th>
<th>M. Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.86a (1.006)</td>
<td>[1.56, x &gt; 7]</td>
<td>2.56b (1.098)</td>
<td>[1.56, x &gt; 7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>(0.845)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.347)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>[1.01, 3.81]</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>[1.56, 5.69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>[0.68, 5.62]</td>
<td>1.291</td>
<td>[0.84, 5.30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V&amp;T</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>[1.12, 6.04]</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>[1.29, 5.69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&amp;A</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>[0.74, 4.97]</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>[1.18, 4.99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V&amp;A</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>[0.88, 5.45]</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>[1.16, 4.75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, T&amp;A</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>[0.77, 4.31]</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>[1.14, 4.60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Avg.</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V = visual, T = Vibrotactile, A = Auditory. Mean and SD (s), Range = [min (s), max (s)], M. Avg. = marginal average.

Fig. 2. Box plot of TOR modality reaction time for each of the NDR tasks (V = Visual, T = Vibrotactile, A = Auditory; excluding failure TOR on visual modality).

Table 3
Descriptive statistical analysis of the time taken by drivers to fix their eyes on the loop display in smartphone interactions and video watching tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Smartphone task</th>
<th>Video watching task</th>
<th>M. Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>2.71 (1.042)</td>
<td>[1.00, 4.17]</td>
<td>1.83 (0.946)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>1.67 (0.724)</td>
<td>[0.69, 2.79]</td>
<td>1.33 (0.928)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.55 (0.701)</td>
<td>[0.40, 3.12]</td>
<td>1.27 (0.850)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V&amp;T</td>
<td>1.64 (0.857)</td>
<td>[0.51, 3.15]</td>
<td>1.50 (0.758)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&amp;A</td>
<td>1.58 (0.768)</td>
<td>[0.41, 3.07]</td>
<td>1.38 (0.794)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V&amp;A</td>
<td>1.52 (0.807)</td>
<td>[0.68, 3.36]</td>
<td>1.45 (0.864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, T&amp;A</td>
<td>1.54 (0.723)</td>
<td>[0.59, 3.55]</td>
<td>1.41 (0.762)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Avg.</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V = visual, T = Vibrotactile, A = Auditory. Mean and SD (s), Range = [min (s), max (s)], M. Avg. = marginal average.

* = mean takeover time for successful trials for smartphone interaction tasks (n = 17).

Fig. 3. Box plot of fixation time for each TOR modality comparing smartphone and video watching tasks.
no matter the task being engaged in during automated driving.

The analysis of the perceived satisfaction showed a significant main effect of TOR modalities (F(6, 518) = 14.924, p < 0.001, η² = 0.147). The post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction indicated a significant difference between visual with the rest of TOR modalities (p < 0.001).

There was no significant main effect on task for satisfaction (F(18, 518) = 1.412, p = 0.073, η² = 0.051). Statistical analysis on effectiveness demonstrated that there was a significant effect on NDR tasks (F(3, 518) = 3.497, p = 0.008, η² = 0.023) and main TOR modalities (F(6, 518) = 35.537, p < 0.001, η² = 0.292), and significant interaction effect between both of these (F(18, 518) = 3.223, p < 0.00, η² = 0.101) (Fig. 5). Thus, participants rated the effectiveness of the alert type depending on the NDR task being done. Finally, statistical analysis of the perceived usefulness showed that there was a significant effect on TOR modality (F(6, 518) = 20.267, p < 0.001, η² = 0.190). Post-hoc analysis on the main effect of TOR modalities with Bonferroni correction showed significant difference between visual alert with the other modalities (p < 0.001) and vibrotactile with visual-vibrotactile-auditory (p = 0.043). There were no significant main effects on NDR tasks (F(3, 518) = 1.023, p = 0.382, η² = 0.006) or interaction effects (F(18, 518) = 1.412, p = 0.120, η² = 0.047).

### 4. Discussion

Conventional alert modalities include visual alerts, mostly presented in an instrument cluster and used to provide information on the status of the car, auditory alerts for emergency occasions, such as collision alerts upon parking, and vibrotactile alerts for alarming driving behaviors, such as lane deviation. Research led to interesting findings regarding the differences in performances due to the perception of the alert. For instance, for visual TOR, we expected the elicited outcomes to be failures in reference to smartphone interaction tasks compared to phone call interactions. The visual and attentional behaviors of the participants were different upon interactions with the smartphone from those in the case of the phone. Although visual attention was focused most of the time on the phone, the participants continuously shifted their attention to monitor the vehicle as they were expecting a TOR. On the other hand, participants in the phone call tasks had their visual attention on the loop that let them decide if they needed to reengage control or not, irrespective of whether an alert was provided. The unstable takeover performance of drivers with a visual alert was also demonstrated on the results of the questionnaire for all the tasks except for video watching. The video task required drivers’ visual attention on the same screen as the visual alert and this yielded a positive score for perceived safety, satisfaction, usefulness, and effectiveness for only the video watching task. Also, most of the participants that failed to take

---

**Table 4** Descriptive statistical analysis on the hands-on time in each of the task conditions for each alert modality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Task</th>
<th>Phone Conversation</th>
<th>Smartphone</th>
<th>Video Watching</th>
<th>M. Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>2.16a</td>
<td>[0.92, 5.40]</td>
<td>2.79b</td>
<td>[1.16, 4.78]b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.996)</td>
<td>(1.098)</td>
<td>(0.82, 3.48)</td>
<td>(1.17, 5.00)</td>
<td>(0.67, 5.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>1.47 (0.712)</td>
<td>[0.32, 3.64]</td>
<td>2.19 (0.886)</td>
<td>[0.77, 4.30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.67, 4.08)</td>
<td>(1.17, 5.00)</td>
<td>(0.67, 4.03)</td>
<td>(0.73, 2.94)</td>
<td>(0.67, 4.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.54 (0.735)</td>
<td>[0.65, 3.76]</td>
<td>2.25 (0.790)</td>
<td>[0.90, 3.97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.098)</td>
<td>(1.17, 3.93)</td>
<td>(1.17, 3.93)</td>
<td>(1.17, 3.93)</td>
<td>(1.17, 3.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V &amp; T</td>
<td>1.36 (0.708)</td>
<td>[0.63, 3.57]</td>
<td>2.09 (0.803)</td>
<td>[0.68, 3.18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.63, 3.57)</td>
<td>(1.13, 4.30)</td>
<td>(1.13, 4.30)</td>
<td>(1.13, 4.30)</td>
<td>(1.13, 4.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; A</td>
<td>1.24 (0.687)</td>
<td>[0.57, 3.63]</td>
<td>2.08 (0.932)</td>
<td>[0.57, 4.21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.57, 3.63)</td>
<td>(1.18, 5.18)</td>
<td>(1.18, 5.18)</td>
<td>(1.18, 5.18)</td>
<td>(1.18, 5.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Avg.</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V = visual, T = Vibrotactile, A = Auditory. Mean and SD (s), Range = [min (s), max (s)], M. Avg. = marginal average.

* = mean takeover time for successful trials for no-task condition (n = 19), b = mean takeover time for successful trials for phone conversations (n = 11), and c = mean takeover time for successful trials for smartphone interaction tasks (n = 17).
over control of the vehicle with visual alert, they did not even know that the alert was issued. That is, the limitation of the visual alert is that we could not expect drivers to be aware of the alert as fast as other modalities when they were issued. Therefore, it is interesting to note that it is important to consider the visual field of drivers while performing the NDR task during automated driving, the location where the visual alert is presented to the drivers, and how drivers monitor the system to be aware of what is happening. Thus, providing insight for further research on how to design visual alerts for automated driving. As part of the limitation of this study, participants expecting the TOR led to participants monitoring the system while being engaged in the smartphone interaction task. That is, we might think that during the no-task condition and the phone conversation task, drivers were enabled to see how the auto-pilot mode was driving the vehicle, however, during the smartphone interaction task, drivers have to actively decide to monitor the system while performing the NDR task to be aware of the situation. This provides insight on the importance of the analyzing the NDR task characteristic being conducted during the automated mode and the design of alert for TOR.

Visual TOR had longer hands-on time than vibrotactile or auditory alerts not only for smartphone interaction and phone conversation tasks, but also for video watching tasks and the no-task condition. According to previous research on alerts in vehicles, this finding can be easily explained because participants tended to perceive and assign lower priority to urgencies from visual alerts compared to other modalities (Petermeijer et al., 2017). That is, the design of TOR based on only visual modality might not be sufficient as an indication of driver’s need to reengage control of the vehicle as fast as possible, which was also shown in the results of the questionnaire on perceived safety, usefulness, effectiveness, and satisfaction. On the other hand, providing multiple modalities simultaneously led to faster hands-on times (Petermeijer et al., 2017). As expected, hands-on times for smartphone interactions and phone conversation tasks were longer than no-task and video watching tasks, which indicates that the requirement of physical demands influenced the time needed for the participants to be physically ready for the takeover.

It is interesting to see that the highest score for usefulness, safety, effectiveness, and satisfaction, were all multimodal with combinations of two or three modalities, but all of them included auditory alerts. Thus, enabling understanding the importance of drivers to tell that the alert type was adequate for the TOR. That is, drivers in automated driving are given the opportunity to be engaged in tasks not related to driving, which might decrease the possibility of successful takeover control of the vehicle when necessary. We might suggest that the inclusion of the three modalities as an alert for TOR can make drivers perceived as useful as the perception of the alert is secure no matter in which NDR task is involved. Although most of the research studies focus on the bimodal (auditory-visual) or unimodal (vibrotactile) alert separately, we suggest that there is a need to concentrate on a combination of multimodal alert design. A limitation of the experiment design was that it was design so as participants were familiarized with the unimodal alert in the practice section while multimodal alerts were not. Participant scoring of subjective rating of perceived safety, usefulness, effectiveness, and satisfaction might have been influence, which might

Fig. 5. Mean scores of self-reported questionnaires on perceived safety, satisfaction, effectiveness, and usefulness for each TOR modality and each task condition.
suggest further research with participants having experience of all types of alerts previous to the experimental section.

Our results further suggest that TOR, including the visual modalities, take a longer time to achieve the first fixation, and thus lead to longer overall takeover times. Eye tracking data showed that participants shifted their eyes to fix on the takeover alert icons, even though these stimuli were presented in combination with other modalities, such as auditory and vibrotactile. We can deduce that the time taken to fix their eyes on the icon led to longer times for fixing their eyes on the road, thereby introducing a delay in the process of re-engaging control of the vehicle. This result also implies that the perceived effectiveness of the alert modality for drivers varied depending on the related NDR task being engaged during automated driving. In accordance with the results of the survey results published by Bazilinskyy et al. (2018), drivers preferred alerts presented as a combination of the three alert types (auditory, vibrotactile, and visual), results from this study on perceived effectiveness also supported this finding for all NDR task conditions except for the smartphone interaction task.

Nevertheless, even if there was a significant main effect on alert modality and on NDR tasks for performance measures of takeover, it was difficult to find an interaction effect between both variables. We observed that the range of values for the driving simulator data varied between values of less than a second to more than 7 s. Although our research included only one trial per session, it is important to take into consideration all of the individual data because of the dependence on the lead time provided to the drivers proving to be an extremely dangerous situation and lead to critical accidents. In other words, there are documented previous research studies arguing that a lead time of 5 s is sufficient for the reengagement of control. However, we believe that there is need of further work focusing on what variables influence on the reaction time of takeover depending on the modalities and NDR tasks.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the effects of NDR tasks and TOR alert modalities in HAD. Because previous research mostly focused on the comparison between unimodal versus multimodal modalities, in this study, we investigated all the possible combinations for visual, auditory, and vibrotactile alerts, presented as unimodal and multimodal. Results suggested that NDR tasks influence the takeover performance of drivers. Moreover, different alert types were found to be efficient for each task scenario in HAD. Furthermore, for this study, there were some limitations. When the visual TOR was provided in the central part of the entertainment system of the car, it influenced the time needed to discover that the alert was activated since the visual cue might have been located in a subordinate part of the field-of-view of the driver. Thus, only for visual alerts, the effect of the alert type might have significantly influenced the drivers, compared to other alert modalities performing the same selected tasks. Further research on the location of visual alerts might be of importance. Additionally, we noted that the deviation of response times is an important issue to be taken into consideration for the implementation and design of alerts, such as the reengagement of control of the vehicle, as it can lead to serious, dangerous, and unsafe situations. This study had highlighted the effect of NDR tasks on drivers’ performance on takeover. Not only did it show that the performance of engagement of control is different depending on what the driver is doing in HAD, but it also presented findings on the differences of TOR alert modality efficiencies. Recommendations for basic standards for the design of TOR have also been proposed that aimed to provide safe and adequate alerts to the drivers. In addition, although we observed only the aspects of takeover performance according to TOR modalities, the drivers’ cognitive workload and driving performance may vary depending on their individual differences such as their age and cultural characteristics (Son et al., 2010). For further research, it would be interesting to take into consideration the effect of drivers’ characteristics on the engagement of NDR task and thus, the takeover performance during HAD.
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